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ORAPTER l 
INTRODUCTION 
Medical advances , impro'V'ed standards or ll'V'ing, new and 
e.t'feeiive public hfJalth me ·ures aM contributing .t'aeto to 
the pres nt incre. e in lo evity. a result of this length-
. ng or the lit pan, today i n .Amel"iea ore than 2S,ooo,ooo 
arsons are tfUften tl."bm chronic di ability. st agerlng as 
thi is , w• oe.n peet i t t o increase in the future; for a$ 
our population oontinues to g~w oldel', the i noidence ot chronic 
disability and its resultant p~sioal disability will continue 
to increase correspondingly .1 
These changes which have evolved most rapidl7 in the past fw 
decades and the increaaing recognition that ha.a been given to the n-
habilitation potential of the chronically disabled have contributed to 
the gl"'Wing participation of the public health nurse in rehabilitation 
nursing. 
Sinee World Wu II, rehabilitative oare of patients has beeoma 
a medical specialty and advances in concepts and teehn1quea have become 
integrated i~to the total. pattern of tt\U'Sing care. 
Rusk and Morrissey agre.e that public health nurses Il\lat inoo1'1-
p<>rate rehabilitation ltldlls and techniques into all of their services 
in order to provide the nursing oa.re that is required by the d1sabled.2, 3 
li:bward A. lbsk, Rehabilitation ~oill! (St. Louisa C. V~ M!>sby 
Co., 1959); PP• 7-8. 
2Roward A. Rusk, llimplioations for Nursing in Rehabilitation, tt 
Amerioan JowaJ. of Narsing, :n.vin (February, 1948), p. 76. 
'.nice MoiT:isaey, fiehabila\tation Nu£S;m {New Yorks G. P. Putnam's 
SoM, 1951), P• 58. 
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Concomittant with the development of the concept of rehabilitation 
has been the increasing wareness of the need for the preparation of nurses 
in rehabilitation skills and techniques and the incorporation of the 
principles of rehabilitation in the nursing c re of all patients. The 
inclusion of rehabilitation education into th curriculum of nursing school 
programs is becoming a widespread practice. The public health nurse who 
has not had this preparation y need to have some additional instruction 
in rehabilitation nursing. 
Regardless of length of employment , when new skills to meet new 
needs ar indicated, it is important that the public health staff nurse 
recognize her own specific needs and limitations when encountering re-
habilitation nursing situations. 
Statement of the Problem 
What are the rehabilitation nursing needs of public health staff 
nurses Who have been employed long r than nine months? 
Importanc of Problem 
A recent study by Jones showed that the rehabilitation nursing 
needs of newly employed public health staff nurses increased as the 
length of their period of employment increased. The length of mployment 
for the respondents was limited to nine months. A recommendation was made 
by the investigator that study be done to determine the time in the 
period of employment of public h alth staff nurses when the needs in re-
habilitation nursing are essentially met and staff nurses only require 
'·' 
4 
minimal help. 
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A comparison between the results of the present study and those 
of Jones may hav implications for public h alth nursing by id ntifying 
specific reas of rehabilit tion nursing needs that may be related to 
length of employment and to educational preparation. The findings should 
be of value in suggesting content in rehabi litation nursing for staff 
development programs and for curriculum development. 
Scope and Delimitations 
Sixteen public h alth staff nurses who had been employed by three 
Visiting Nurse Associations for longer than nine months were the partici-
p nts in the study. The three Visiting Nurse Associations were loc ted in 
large metropolitan area in southe stern Massachusetts. 
The findings re applic ble only to the sixteen respondents of 
the sel cted Visiting Nurse Associations nd no generalizations to any 
other sample can justifiably be de as result of this study. 
Preview of Methodologz 
The modified sort technique used by Jones was suggested in an 
unpublished paper by Macdonald who used the modified Q-sort bee use it 
would be non- threatening to the self-esteem of the respondents and because 
it would elicit possible needs of which the respondents were not 
4Mary c. Jones , "Reh bilitation Nursing Needs of Recently 
Employed Public Health Staff Nurses" (unpublished Master's field st dy, 
School of Nursing, Boston University, 1962) . 
consciously ware. 5• 6 
Sixty rehabilitation nursing si tuations which the public health 
nurse might encounter in her daily work and which varied from simple to 
complic ted problems were developed and then typed on 5x8 cards. The 
sixty situations fell into five c tegories of rehabilit tion nursing skills 
and there were twelve situations in each category. 
ch participant sorted the c rds ccording to her feeling of 
confidence in meeting and handling the reh bilitation nursing situation. 
Each score was based on the degre of assurance indicated by the public 
health staff nur e in handling each of the described situations. 
5Ibid. 
~ary Macdonald, "A Method of Determining Needs of Selected 
Public Health Nursing Supervisors in the Clinical Specialty of R habili-
tat i on Nursing" (unpublished term paper, School of Nursing , Boston 
University, 1961) ( typewritten) . 
CHAPTER II 
THIDRETICAL FRAME'NORK OF THE STUDY 
Review of Literature 
A review of the literature indic ted th t some studi s had been 
conducted to d termine the needs of nurses in rehabilitation nursing for 
use in in-service education programs; and to investig te the nurse ' s 
knowledge of the rehabilitation nursing needs of patients ~no had had 
cer bral vascular accidents. There have been articles in periodicals about 
the role of t he public health nurse in rehabilitation nursing, but there 
have been few studies done to investigate the needs of public health 
nurses in rehabilitation nursing. 
In 1959, Jenkins solicited the opinions of f i fty-five graduate 
nurses in a six hundred bed hospital reg rding the need for the incorpo-
ration of rehabilitation nursing aspects in an in- service ducation 
program. H r findings showed th t the first choice of topic for in- service 
education was the encouragement of self-help e sures, and the second 
choice was the use of me sures to prevent deformities. Both choices 
represented rehabilitation nursing skills which should be employed in the 
daily nursing care of the patient . She made a comparison of the first 
three choices made by the youngest and oldest p rticipant. The nurse 
who had graduated in 1927 wanted more inform tion on the concept of 
rehabilitation and the nurse's role in this process. The 1957 gr duate 
wanted information about interdepartmental communications and the contri-
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butions of the other members on the rehabilitation team. Both nurses 
chose inform tion bout community resources for the third topic. 1 
Davis sent questionnaires to twenty- five public health nursing 
agencies to collect data on chronic dis se nursing visits in relation to 
the total nursing visits; and to obtain inform t ion about specific nursing 
problems relat d to t he nursing care of chronically ill patients. The 
information was collected from January 1 , 1960 through December 31 , 1960. 
The agencies were selected by the structured random sample techniqu from 
a roster of two hwndred and five agencies that provide nursing care in the 
home. Twenty ... three of the questionnair s were returned. The findings 
showed that 66.4 per cent of total nursing visits in ighteen public 
health nursing agencies were to chronic disease patients and that 
providing nursing c r to chronic dise se and geriatric patients 
considered a major problem by the twenty- thre agenci s . One of the items 
on the questionnaire was organized to ascertain suggested content for an 
educational program for public health nurses. The most frequently 
suggested content was inform tion on rehabilitation nursing in chronic 
disease and for the aging. 2 
In questionnaire sent to six physi tri ts, eight physical 
ther pists and four rehabilitation nur es who were nationally selected, 
1Ev lyn K. Jenkins , "A Study of th Needs For the Incorpor tion 
of Rehabilitation pects of tlursing in an Inservice Education Program for 
gistered urses" (unpublished Master ' s f.i ld study, School of Nursing , 
Boston University, 1959) , PP• 33-44. 
2 Alice Davis, nsurvey of Chronic Disease in Twenty- Five Public 
ealth •ursi Agenci s" (unpublished ster' s field study, School of 
Nursing , Boston University, 1961) , PP• 35•50. 
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Macdonald desenbed specific exercise procedures and asked the degree of 
nsponsibili ty registered nu.rses could assume for each procedure. 'l'he 
respondents agreed that l'egistered nurses could assume some responsibility 
with selected patients fo:o se"ten of the specified sxeJ"Oise procedures, but 
highly favored was consultative services for the nurses fltlm physiatrists 
and physical therapists.' 
Seeking to further elal"if'.Y the role of the nurae in an exercise 
program and to establish the degree of responsibility sh& may assu."tle, a 
repll~ation of the Macdonald study was oanied out by Erlandson. The 
questionnaire was sent to twenty-moo respondents who l"epresented six 
panels made up of ph7si tr.tsts, orthopedi ts, neu ·lcgists, pey-sical 
therapists, registered nurse pl\ysical therapists and reba bill tation nurses. 
'l'he f indings showed that in both Macdonald's and Erlandson's studies, the 
majorl ty of the respondents apProved th assuming of r ponsibili ty by the 
registered nurs for spee1tio exercise procedures 1d t selected patients 
and expressed the desi:rabili ty of consultative assistance fn>m physical 
theftpists and phyaiatrtsts tor the r egistered nurse.4 
Interriews with eighteen nurses employed in s iX hundred and 
siXty bed hospital were conducted by stil.la.r, to determine the nune 1s 
3 · ry Macdon d, "Expect tlons of Ieoog ~ zed :ut ori ties 
Regarding the Kinds of' E!tereise Procedures For Which Registered Nurses I'{q' 
Assume Res.ponsibi · ty" {unpublis ed ltlstar1s fie stu 'h "'cho 1 of llursing, 
Boston University, 1961), pp. S.t.-6o. 
4netty R. Erlandson., "The Nurse1s lble In EXercise Px-oeedures" 
(unpublished Msster1s field study, Schoo of Hu.l"sing, Boston University, 
1962), PP• 81-82. 
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knowledge of the needs of patients with cardio vascular accidents, the 
nurse's attitudes towards range of motion exercises and the frequency of 
their inclusion in nursing care. In the anal.y is of her findings, ehe 
tated: 
Since rehabilitation a specialized field developed 
during and since World War II, it was thought that nurses who 
had graduated within the p t fifteen years might have a 
greater awareness of the factors in the patient's rehabilitation 
program than tho e who had graduated previou to this p riod. 
This classification divided the group approximately in half, 
and it wa found that most of the nurses in the upper one- third 
of the awareness rating were graduates of the last fifteen 
years wbil most5or the nurses in the lower one-third were older graduates. 
McCann !nte.M'iewed twenty nurses in order to study the continuity 
ot nursing care tor patients vtth hemiplegia. Data were collected by 
structured interview. Ten of the respondents were hospital nurses from 
two general hospitals and ten were staff nurses from a public health 
agency. The records of one hundr d and fourteen patients with a 
diagnosis of cerebro- vascular accidents, who were on the c seload of the 
three community agencies were also reviewed by McCann. The findings were 
that the majority of nurses had limited association with po itioning 
measures and the use of a sling; and they showed a lack of consistency in 
their mazme~ of approaching the care of th pati nt with aphasia. 6 
'Edith M. Stillar, "Bange of Motion Exercise ln Nursing Care•• 
(unpublished Master's field study, School of Nursing, Boston University, 
1951) t P• 64. 
6vtrg1nia l'fcCann, uTh .Role of the Hospital Nurse and th Public 
Health Nurse in the Continuity of Care For Patients With Hemiplegia Due 
to a Cerebral Vascular Accident" (unpublished Mast r's fi ld study, 
School of Nursing, Boston University, 1961), PP• 41-47. 
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A study was undertaken y Hasegawa to determine if public h al th 
uurse recognized opportunities for incorporating the principl es and 
techniques of rehabilitative nursing in planning nursing care for patients 
w1 th hemiplegia follovi a cerebral vascular accid nt. in. even public 
health nurses in one Visiting Nurse Association participated in the study. 
The situatioDal method was used. Five situations involving hemiplegic 
patients were described and the nurses wrote their perceptions of the 
rehabilitation nursing needs for short and long-term planning. 'the 
findings indicated that there seemed to be little understanding of the 
rehabilitative procesa, and in general , ph)"sical needs were recognized to 
a greater degree than were th psychological, social-economic, vocational, 
or spiritual needs. When the data were anal7zed to see if there was a 
relationahi:P between the age of the nurses and their ability to recognize 
the needs of the patients, the greatest number of needs were recognized 
by the nurses under thirty- five and the least number of needs were 
recognized b1 the nurses over thirty- five years.7 
The Cardiovascular Disease Control Service of th Georgia 
Department of Public Health developed Stroke Rehabilitation Te ching 
Seminars becau of the n ed to cquaint public health nurses with 
specific rehabilitation t chniqu s and procedur s to 'be incorporate in 
an ag ncy program. McMUllan a nt queationnair s to sev nty-six public 
health nurses who had participated in th seminars to d t rmine if they 
w re utilizing the principles of rehabilitation, as they were presented, 
?Naoko Hasegawa, "Identification By Public Health Nurses of 
Rehabilitative Needs ot Patients With He iplegia" (unpublished M ster• 
field study, School ot Nursing, Boston University, 1962), PP• 46-48. 
to provide more ffective family teaching. Thirty-nine complet d 
questionnaires w re returned by seminar participants. Th findings 
indicated that the m jority of the public health nurses had benefit d 
from the seminar participation nd were applying specific rehabilit tion 
nursing skills in family care and teaching. The participants expressed a 
ne d for future seminar programs and suggested that more emphasis be 
placed on more advanced rehabilitation nursing skills and techniques. 8 
The review of the literature indicated a growing awareness of 
the needs of the public health nurse in rehabilitation nursing. The 
increasing demands for her service to meet family needs in rehabilitation 
serve to stress the importance ot adequate preparation in rehabilitation 
nursing for the public health nurse. 
Statement ·Of the Hypothesis 
Public health nurses who have been mployed longer than nin 
onths recognize that they need help in rehabilitation nursing. 
8Patricia McMullan , "Utiliz tion By Public Health Nurses Of 
Information Presented In Stroke Rehabilitation Teaching Seminars" (un-
published Master ' s field study, School of Nursing , Boston University, 
1962) , PP• 48-50. 
CHAPTER III 
M:m'HODOLOGY 
The modified Q- sort technique used by Jones to elicit rehabili-
tation nursing needs of newly mployed public health nurses was replicated 
in this study. 
The following steps were carried out in the development of the 
original instrument. Eighty- four statements of nursing situations wer 
devel oped with the intent of portraying rehabi litation nursing situations 
which were purposefull y varied in terms of t he complexity and the 
simplicity of the problems. Each situation was written so the focus of 
each item was directed consistently to the nurse. The aspects of rehabili-
tation nursing portrayed in each item were those which might be encountered 
by the public health nurse in h r daily work. The statements were designed 
to fit into five categories of rehabilitat ion nursing possibilities, so 
comparisons could be assessed and the staff nurses'responsea could be 
classified. These categories were& 
Category 1. 
Categor y 2. 
Category 3. 
Category 4. 
Category 5. 
Mobility- Ambulation. 
Prevention of Superimposed Disabilities. 
Self- Care Activit ies. 
Bladder and Bowel Activities. 
Rehabilitation in General-Information. 
The eighty- four situations were pre- judged for this categorization and 
sixty- seven of them were judged usable. Sixty of these situations, twelve 
-11-
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in , were selected r the tu to faeill tate t e analysis 
of tho findings.l p:r test for th reli bill ty of the eighty- tour 
original statements was also carried out on t sis or a test-re-tes·t 
sorting by four raduate students in t e Boston Unive· i ty School of 
11ursing . 'l'he conti.:ogenoy eoef'f'ioient C for.mul wa.s used to det mine the 
correlations and the results indicated that the test-r to t eorrelatio 
ranged from .44 to .64 which suggested t hat the Q-sort i terns w r e 
reliable.2 
§e!ec·t;;on and ,D&so!'}.ption of the §ampJ.e 
The sixteen publlo health ste.ft nurses who participated in the 
study were employed by three visiting nurse associations. 
One of the visiting nurse associations employed on its pl'Ofes-
sional staft a generu director, an assistant diraotor, fifty ... nine public 
\ 
health statf' nurse:s, eight nursing supervisors and f'ive assistant supel"\'1-
sors, siX physical therapists and seven licensed practical nurses. .Also on 
the professional staff were consultants in education, nutrition, mental 
health, rehabilitation nursing, and a tJtatiatioian. The program of the 
agency included bedside nursing care to acutely and chronically ill 
patients, rehabilitation nursing, instruction in maternal and infant care, 
family guidance in child developm.ent, and family health guidance. Twenty.. 
nine of the public health staff nurses had been employed longer than nine 
1Appendix A. 
~ary c. Jones, "Rehabilitation rhrsing Needs of Recently Employed 
Public Health Mlrses• (unpublished Master's field study, Sohool of 
lllrsing, Boston University, 1962). 
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mo~ths. Th name~ of the twenty-nine nur es wer placed in envelope 
and five of them were pull d by tbe investig tor. The fiv• public health 
s taff nurses t.ltat were selected participated in the stud;y. 
Another of the visiting nurse asoeiat:l.ons employed a director, 
an assistant director and nine public health nurses on the professional 
staff. The program ot the agency included bedside nursing care to the 
a.cutely and chronically ill, communicable disease nursing, a maternity 
program, well ehild confer noes , health guidance to infants, pr e-schoolers 
and adults, weekly conferences tor .s nior citizena, and part-time nursing 
services in even industries. There were monthly consultation visits from 
a physical therapist who was employed on a contract basis from the first 
Visi ting nurse association described. The physical therapist mad.e home 
visits with the public health staff nur3&s to evaluate cases, to t each and 
demonstrate ee1•ta.in rehabilitation nursing techniques. In addition ahe 
oonduct <1 p riodic staff education programs in the agency. A monthly 
mental health conference was held with a psychiatrist and the public health 
staff nurses to assist the nurses in helping familie with emotional 
pxooblems. Seven of the nine public health $taff nurses h · d been employed 
longer than nine months. One of the seven staff nurses was attending an 
in-service education program 1n rehabilitation at the time of the study 
and wae not included in the sample. 'fhe. six remaining public h alth staff 
nurses were participants in the study. 
The third 'Yieiting nurse association employed a nursing director, 
a supervisor, and. eight public health nurses on the professional staff. 
'lhe program of the qency included bedside nursing care to t .he acutely and 
chronically ill, maternal and child health supervision, well-child con-
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f rences , parochial school nursing , premature program, a tuberculosis 
program, a communicable diseas program and an industrial health clinic 
program as well as providing staff for glaucoma detection and immunizations 
clinics. A physical ther py consultant visited the nursing agency one 
weekly and made home visits with the public health staff nurses to 
valuate all new case and to teach an demonstrate certain rehabilitation 
nursing t chniques. Five of the sev n public health staff nurses had been 
employ d long r than nine onths. Thes five staff nurses wer partici-
pant 1n the tudy. 
The length of mployment of the sixteen respondents ranged from 
on year and thre months to thirty-two y ars. Ten were graduates of 
baccalaureate degree programs and six were graduates of diploma programs. 
Time and Place of Studl 
The nursing director of the visiting nurse association which had 
participated in the Jones study was contacted by telephone and the possi-
bility of replicating the study was discussed. The nursing director 
uggested that an interview with the rehabilitation nursing consultant 
should b arranged during which they would discuss the study and reach a 
decision regarding agency participation. A personal interview was then 
arranged with the rehabilitation consultant and during this me ting the 
investigator was told that because of agency priori ties and the tim 
factor involved, the participation of fifteen public health staff nurses 
from this agency would not be feasible at this time. It was suggested to 
the writer that if the participation of public health staff nurses from 
two other visiting nurse associations in the immediate metropolitan area 
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was possible , then agency permission would be granted for five public 
h alth staff nurses to participat in the tudy. 
e nursing dir ctor of two oth r visiting nurse associations 
were contacted by tel phone and rrangement for per onal interview were 
made. At these meetings , th study was discuss d and permission granted 
for the participation of five nurses from one of the agenci a and ·x 
nurses from the oth r ag ncy. The investigator mad plane for future 
m etings with the nursing directors of th two agenci s to et up appoint-
ment schedules. 
Th nursing director of the first visi tirJg nurse association 
that had been contacted was then notified of thi progress by l tter and 
the investigator was advis d by a 1 tt r from the educational director to 
make an appointment for a personal meeting in or r to make arrangemen te 
for the participation of the five public health staff nurses. During this 
meeting , the sample of five public health staff nurses was selected. The 
educational director then telephoned the supervisors of the district 
offices and briefiy explained the purpose of the study and made appoint-
ments for interviews with the respondents. 
Meetings were then held with the nursing directors of the two 
other visiting nurse associations and an appointment schedul was 
arranged with each of them. 
The time span for collecting dat a was two weeks. Each of the 
respondents was introduced to the investigator and a room was designated 
for the interviews at each of the offices. The study was discussed 
briefly with the respondents and they were requested to complete a form 
which elicited data pertaining to educational background and length of 
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employment. 3 Written instructions for the Q- sort procedure were given to 
the respondents who were assured of anonymity. '!hey wer invited to ask 
questioD$ if the instructions wer not cle rly understood and advised to 
use all the time necessary for the Q- sort. Sixty cards which had been 
thoroughly shuffl d were given to each of the respondents with the in-
structions that she was to sort them according to her individual feeling 
of confid nee in meeting or handling each situation. She was asked to 
place the cards in three piles according to these designations. 
1. I would need no help. 
(Can handle by self; have knowledge of the situation ol" can 
find answer in available literature or files.) 
2. I would like some help. 
(Can obt in help through office conferences; will want to 
discuss the situation with the supervisor or physical 
therapist.) 
3. I would like considerable help. 
(Situation needs to be studied; it needs to be referred to 
a rehabilitation specialist; learning will be enhanced 
through inservice education or practical demonstr tion. } 
All of the interviews were conducted during working hour • Five of the 
r pondents wer int rvi wed individually, three groups of three 
respondents wer intervi wed together and two groups of two respond nts 
were interviewed together. The average length of time for the sorting 
procedure for each of th public health nurses was t enty minutes. After 
the cards were sorted, rubber b nd were placed around each pile of cards. 
The core of ch re pendent wa recorded on a work sheet by the 
investigator when the sorting proces s com leted. 
3Appendix B. 
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During the procedure of sorting the cards , the majority of the 
respondents expressed their difficulty in dissociating the card 
situations from unique circumstance surrounding the p tients with 
imilar diagnosis th y had cared for. They were advised to consider only 
the situation describ d and sort the cards accordingly without reference 
to the varying home circumstances of similar cases in their experi nee. 
CHAPTER IV 
PRES" TA' IO D DISCUS ION OF DATA 
An analysis of the data obtained and a comparison between these 
data and those of Jones are presented in the following sequence: range 
and mean score of respondent · by categories of rehabilitation nursing 
situati ons; comparison of mean scores of the respondents to their 
professional education and to the length of employment in the public 
health agency; and the degree of help indicated as needed by the 
respondents in the sixty •sort situations according t o previously 
established categories. 
The same method of scoring used by Jones w utilized. Scores 
were tabulated on a worksheet according to the way th respondent sort d 
the r habilitation nursing situations. I f the respondent indicated no 
help was needed , a score of zero was given; for som help , a score of one 
was given; and if the respondent indicated that considerable help was 
needed a score of two was given. Sine each of the five categories of 
nursing situations contained twelve situations, a rang of scores from 0 
to twenty- four was possible for the respondent in each category. A 
comparison of the range of scores and the mean scores of the respondents 
of the pre ent study and those of the respondents of the Jones study 
according to their need for help within the fiv cat gories of rehabili-
tation nursing situations are shown in able 1. 
-18-
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TABLE 1 
COMPARISON OF THE RANGE OF SCORES AND THE MEAN SCORES OF THE RESPONDENTS 
OF THE PRESENT STUDY AND THE JONES' STUDY ACCORDING TO HELP NEEDED IN FIVE 
CATEGORIES OF REHABILITATION NURSING SITUATIONS 
PRZSENT STUDY JONES ' STUDY 
CATIDORIES Sixteen respondents Twenty-one respondents 
Range of Mean Range of Mean 
Scores Scores Scores Scores 
1. Mobility- Ambulation. 0 to 9 4.0 2 to 14 ?.1 
' 
2. Prevention of Super-
imposed Disabilities. 0 to 5 2.3 l to 6 3.0 
3. Self- Care Activities. 0 to 21 8.8 l to 19 7.4 
4. Bladder and Bowel 
Activities. 3 to 17 7·9 0 to 18 ?. 4 
5. Rehabilitation 1n 
General-Information. .3 to 12 8.1 3 to 19 9.5 
Total 9 to 44 31.1 16 to 70 34.4 
The sixteen respondents of the present study had been employed 
for periods ranging from fifteen months to thirty- two years. The twenty-
onere pondents of the Jones'study had been employed for periods ranging 
from three months or less to nine months. 
As indicated by the range of scor s and the mean scores in 
Table 1, the respondent in Jones' study Showed a greater need for help 
in Category 1 , Mobility- · bulation. It should be noted, however, that 
the range of scores was greater for the respondents in the Jones' study. 
In Category 2, Prevention of' Super-imposed Disabilities, there was a close 
similarity between the scores of the two etudy groups and it was for this 
category that both groups of respondents felt the least ne d for help. 
It is difficult to know whether t he data mi ght indicate least need for 
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help or lack of awareness of the natur of super- imposed disabilities and 
their cause and prevention. The respondents of the present study felt the 
gre test need for help in Category 3, Self- Cure ActiVities while the 
r spondents in Jones' study felt the greatest need for help in Category 5, 
Rehabilitation in General- Information. There was a similarity in the 
degree of help needed by the two groups for Category 4, Bladder and Bowel 
Activities. 
A comparison of the mean scores of the respondents of the present 
study and those of the Jones study according to their basic nursing 
preparation i s presented i n Table 2. 
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Ten of the respondents of the present study were graduates of 
baccal ureate degree programs and six were graduates of diploma pro rams . 
Of the twenty-one respondents of the Jones'study, nine were graduates of 
baccalaureate degree programs, nine of diploma programs and three of an 
as ociate degree program. 
The greatest difference in the mean scores of t he respondents of 
the two studies who were graduates of baccalaureate degree programs 
occurred in three categorie of rehabilitation nursing situations. In 
Category 1, Mobility-Ambulation, the respondents of the present study felt 
less need for help than did Jones' respondents. In Category 3, Self-care 
Activities, and in Category 4, Bladder and Bowel Activities, the more 
recently employed baccalaur ate degree program graduat s in Jones' study 
felt less n ed for help than did the present study respond nts. 
Of the respondents of the present study, the diploma program 
graduates felt less need for help in Category 1, Mobil.ity-Ambulation, and 
Category 5, Rehabilitation in General-Information, than did the respondents 
of the Jones study. In Category 3, Self-care Activities , and Category 4, 
Bladder and Bowel Activities, a greater need for help was felt by the 
respondents of the present study than by those of the Jones ' study. 
It should be noted, that on the basis of the mean scores, the 
diploma program and baccalaureate degree program graduates in Jones' study 
of recently employed public health staff nurses had less need for help in 
Self-Care Activities and in Bladder and Bowel Activities, than did the 
graduates of the same programs who participated in the present study. 
This finding may be a reflection of the increasing emphasis being placed 
on rehabilitation nursing care in the curriculum of nursing programs. 
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According to the total mean scores, the respondents of both 
studies who ere graduates of b ec laureate degree programs had less 
need for help than did the gr duat s of diploma ~rogram. Jones' data 
indicated that the graduates of diploma programs ad less need for help 
than did the graduates of associ te degree rograms who had participated 
in her study. 
Table ' present a comparison of the mean scores of the 
respondents of the present study and the respondents of the Jones study 
according to the inclusion or omission of sp cial preparation in rehabili-
t tion nursing as part of their nursing education program. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
'· 
TABLE 2 
COMPARISON OF THE MEAN SCORES OF THE RESPONDENTS OF THE PRESENT STUDY AND THE RESPONDENT'S 
OF 'l'HE JONES ' STUDY AS COMPARED TO THEIR NURSING EDUCATION :BACKGROUND 
--
-
P.RESEN'.r STUDY JONES ' STUDY 
Mean scores of sixteen respOndents Mean scores oZ twenty-one respondents 
CATIDORIES Baccalaureate D:tploma Mean Scores Baccalaure-. Diploma Associ- Mean Scores 
Program Program of all ate Program Pz'Ogram ate Pro- ot all 
Respondents gram Respondenta 
Mobility-
Ambulation lf-.7 3.0 4.0 6.1 7.? 8~'0 ?.l 
Prevention of 
Super-Imposed 
Disabilities 2.4 2.3 2.3 2.8 2.9 4.0 3.0 
Self ..Care 
Activities ?.4 9 • .5 8.8 .5. 9 7.0 13."0 7.4 
Bladder and 
Bowel Act-1-
vi ties ?.6 8.5 ?.9 ,.6 ?.0 14.-3 ?.4 
Rehabilitati on 
in General-
Information 7.8 8.8 8.1 7.6 10.3 13.0 9.5 
TOTAL 29.9 32.1 31.1 28. 0 3Z..9 52.3 34.4 
----------~-- - -- ~ - -· -- -- · -- - - - ~ ----------
---
~- - ~~-- --- - -- -~-----~-- - - -- --- - - ·-- - - -
~ 
I 
1 . 
2. 
,. 
4. 
5. 
TABLE 3 
COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORES OF THE RESPONDENTS OF THE PRES:ENT STUDY AND 
THE JONES' STUDY WHO GRADUATED FROM BACCALAUREATE AND DIPLOMA PIDGRAJifS 
TH AND WITHOU-T REHABILITATION NURSING I N THE CURRICULUM 
PRESENT STUDY JONES' STUDY 
Mean Scores of sixteen Gradua~a of Mean Scores of twent,-one graduates of 
Baccalau- Ba.cca1au- Diploma Diploma Ba.ccalau- Baccalau- Di ploma Diploma 
reate reate Program Program reate r eate Program Proeram 
CATEGORIES Program Program . \dth Without Program Program With Wit hout 
With Without Rehabi- Rehabi- With Without Rehabi - Rehabi-
Rehabi- Rehabi- litation litation Rehabi- Rehabi- l i tati on litation 
litation litation litation litation 
Mobility-
Ambulation 1.5 6.8 3. 0 5.9 7.0 6.5 10. 3 
Prevention of 
Super-Imposed 
Disabilities 2. 0 2. 6 2. 3 2.9 2.5 2.0 4.7 
Self..Ca!"e I 
Acti vities 5.2 10. 5 9. 5 4.7 10.0 6.5 a.o 
Bladder and 
Bo-..rel Acti-
vitiee 5.5 9.0 8.5 4.4 9.5 8.o 5. 0 
Rehabilitation 
in General-
Information 6.5 8.6 8.8 7. 0 9.5 10. 8 9.3 
TO'l'AL 20. 7 37.5 32.1 24.9 38. 5 33.8 37. 3 
I 
1\) 
f 
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Of the sixteen respondents who participated in the present study, 
there were four gr duates of bacealaure te degree programs who stat d that 
rehabilitation nur ing was included in the curriculum of their school of 
nursing programs, and six who in icated that rehabilitation nu sing 
not included. The six graduates of diploma pl~grams Gtated that r habili-
tation nursing s not included in their nur ing programs. Seven of the 
twenty-one respondents of the Jones'study who were graduates of 
bacealaur te degree programs st ted that rehabilitation nursing was 
included in their curriculums and two stated that rehabilitation nursing 
was not included. Six diploma program graduates stated that rehabilit tion 
nursing was part of their program of study and t hree stated that rehabili-
tation nursi ng w not a part of the curriculum. 
!n both the present study and the Jones'study, the total mean 
scores of the graduates of baccalaureate degree programs which included 
rehabilit tion nursing in the curriculum indicated they had less need for 
help in rehabilitation nursing than did the graduat a of baccalaureate 
degree programs in which rehabilitation nursing was not includ d in the 
curriculum. A comparison between the t otal mean scores of the graduat es 
of the two types of nursing programs in which rehabilitation nursing was 
not incorporated in the curriculum, demonstrat ed that a greater need for 
help in rehabilit t ion nursing was felt by the graduates of the 
baccalaureate degre programs than the graduates of diploma programs 
in both the present and the Jones'st udy. On th basis of th total mean 
scores, t he respondents of t he present study indicated they l1ad less need 
for help in rehabilitation nursing than did those in Jones' study. 
The data collected for the present study were further analyzed 
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to determine if there was a relationship between the length of employment 
of the participants and their mean cores for the five categories of 
r habilitation nursing i tuations. The data showed no patterns of growth 
of bility in r habilitation nursing skills that could be related to 
1 ngth of employment. There was no indication of a point in terms of 
length of employment when rehabilitation nursing needs wer completely met. 
Table 4 is presented to illustrate th degree of help needed by 
the sixteen r spondents of the present study in the twelve nursing 
situations described in C tegory 1, Mobility- Ambulation. 
1 . 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
TABLE 4 
D.EnREE OF HELP NEEDED BY SIXTEEN RESPONDENTS TO TWELVE Q•SORT 
SITUATIONS IN CATEGORY 1 , MOBILITY- AMBULATION 
~sponses 
-Sort Situations 0 Some Consider-
Help Help able Help 
Patient with fractured hip , non- weight- bearing 
i deathly afraid of crutches, age 85 year ~ 8 8 Physician wishes patient to walk. Physician 
asks you to visit , encourage ambulation using 
any kind of ambulatory aid. 
Ampute , double above knee, age 35 years. 
Physician sks you to help family select a 9 7 
wheelchair. 
Fracture of right femur , male, age 18 years. 
You are asked to t ach the patient the three 8 7 1 
point gait with partial weight- bearing. 
Quadriplegia from Multiple Sclerosis, age 48 
years, onset 14 years ago. You are asked to 6 9 1 
instruct husband in use of Hoyer lift. 
CVA patient who is now r ady to walk with a 
cane. Physician requests you to check the 11 5 
length of the cane to make sure that it is 
uitable. 
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TABLE 4 (Continued) 
Res.e2nses 
Q-Sort Situations No Some Consider-Help Help able Help 
6. Fractur of right femur , girl , age 18 years. 12 4 You are asked to measur patient for crutches. 
?. Patient with 0 t o-Arthritis, confined to wheel-
chair, ha.s rec ntly been discharged from a re- 14 2 habilitation center. Physician sks you to in• 
struct pati nt and family in wheelchair activi-
ties. 
8. Multiple Sclerosis female , age 38 year , has 
functional extremiti and trunk; its up all 13 3 day on davenport. You are asked to instruct 
patient to transfer from davenport to wheelchair 
without help from anyone. 
9. Rheumatoid Arthritis , age 44 years , female , on-
set 7 years ago. You are asked to give rang 14 2 
of motion exercises once weekly to upper and 
lower extremities. 
1 o. Arthritis , female , age 42 years. Patient was 
taught a four point crutch gait i n the hospital. 12 3 1 You ar ask d to visit one weekly for super-
vision of crutch gait. 
11 • Double above knee amputations, Diabetes, age 60 years. You are eked to instruct patient 13 3 to transfer from bed to wheelchair without 
help from anyon • 
1 2. Elderly man, age 77 years, fracture of right 
hip tr ated with Smith Petersen nail. You 
are asked to supervise crutch gait , non- w ight 
bearing. (Patient was taught in the hospital) 10 6 
TOTAL 130 59 3 
In Category 1, Mobility-Ambulation, the nursing situations that 
w re described involv d the selection and use of ambulatory aids and 
ppliances, ambulation, therapeutic xercise , and transfer activities. 
-2 
Ten of the respondents indic ted th t they ne ded help to 
instruct a member of the family in the us of a Hoyer lift (situation 4), 
but of these ten, only one indicated a need for considerable help. Eight 
nurses recognized a n ed for some help in encouraging ambulation for an 
lderly patient using any kind of ambulatory aid (situation l) and seven 
nurses felt a need for some help in el cting a Wheelchair for a doubl 
amputee p tient {situation 2) . These r sponses indicated a lack of 
familiarity with ambulatory aids, types of wheelchairs and the Hoyer lift. 
Situation 9, which asked the nurse to perform range of motion exercises , 
and situations 8 and 11, which described transfer activities , evoked the 
least requests for help. Teaching a crutch gait (situation 3), was 
considered a situation in which help was needed by seven respondents where-
as the supervision of crutch gaits (situation 10 and 12), voked need for 
help from four and six respondents respectively. The sam discrepancy 
between teaching and supervising crutch gaits occurred in the r sponses to 
these situations in the Jone study. 
The respondents of the pre ent study requ sted some or considerable 
help in 32 per cent of the total responses to the twelve situations 
describing rehabilitation nursing activities in Category 1 , which in-
cluded mobility- ambulation, therapeutic exerci es and transfer activitie • 
When the data of this study were compared with the data of the Jones study, 
it was found that the respondents of the Jone ' tudy requ sted help in 
50 per cent of the total responses to the twelve rehabilitation nursing 
situations described in Category 1, Mobility-Ambulation. These data in• 
dicated that the participants of the Jones ' study recognized a gre ter need 
for help in relation to mobility, ambulation, therapeutic xercise and 
transfer activities than did the respondents of the present study. 
Table 5 is presented to illustrate the degree of help needed by 
the sixteen respondents of the present study in the twelve rehabilitation 
nursing situations described in C tegory 2, Prevention of Super-Imposed 
Disabilities. 
TABLE 5 
DEGREE OF HELP NEEDED BY SIXTEEN RESPONDENTS TO TWELVE SORT SITUATIONS 
IN CATIDORY 21 PREVENTION OF SUPER- IMPOSED DISABILITIES 
Sort Si tua tiona 
1. Patient with severe Marie Strumpell Disease. 
No 
Help 
Physician asks you to assist family in 5 
positioning the patient in a supine position. 
2. Parkinsonian Disease , age 68 years, in bed 
and chair most of the tim • You ar asked 
to instruct family in nursing procedures to 
minimize tendency to hip and knee flexion 
contractures. 
3. You are asked to give a talk on the pre-
vention and the most effective treatment 
of pressure areas , especially in pati ents 
where there i sensory impairment. 
4. A basic nursing student asks you how to 
carry the Stanley Bag so that there will 
be the least amount of fatigue. 
5· Female quadriplegia, age 18 y ars , l vel 
ot injury T 4. (Traumatic) You are ask d 
to instruct p tient and family as specifi-
cally as possible regarding the prevention 
of burns. You will inspect the home for 
possible hazards. 
13 
8 
14 
Responses 
Some 
Help 
6 
3 
7 
2 
3 
Consider-
able Help 
5 
1 
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TABLE 5 (Continued) 
Responses 
Sort Situations No Some Consider-Help Hlp able Help 
6. Above kn e amputee, age 67 years, 
Physician asks you to help patient with 
positioning and supportive me sures. He is 16 particularly desirous of pa ti nt lying on 
her face twice daily, -- which she is 
reluctant to do. 
7-. Parkinsonian Disease, male, ag ?8 years. 
You are asked to instruct family in nursing 16 
me sures to pre ent drop feet . 
8. The wife of a patient complains of backache 
following care to the patient to whom she 13 3 
giv s considerable bedside care. h sks 
you for helpful suggestions. 
9. Quadriplegia• age 17 years, level of injury 
T 4. ( raumatio) You are ask d to instruct 
family in prevention of pressure areas. 14 2 
l o. Terminally ill male with Cancer of the 
thigh , has dematous leg. You are asked 
to d monstrate to wife how to place a bed- 16 
pan with the least amount of discomfort to 
patient. 
ll • Multipl Sclerosis, age 58 years, onset 
20 years ago; large decubitous ulcer on 
right hip. You are asked to apply oint- 16 
ment (zinc oxide) which is in the home , and 
to instruct the family in the application 
of the dressing to th ulc r . 
2. CVA pati nt. Physician asks you to teach 
family how to pply sling on patient ' s 16 
l 
affected arm. 
TOTAL 160 26 6 
1, 
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In Category 2, the described nursing situations involved the 
prevention of super-imposed disabilities, the prevention of decubitus, 
body m chanica and positioning. 
Eleven public health staff nurses felt that they needed some and 
considerable help in situation 1, and during the Q- sort several of the 
respondents asked the investigator what the diagnosis mentioned in this 
situation was. It was assumed that the lack of recognition of Mari 
Strumpell disease (situation 1) was indicated by the respondents rather 
than a need for help in positioning the patient. Eight of the respondents 
indicated a need for hel in giving a talk on the prevention and treatment 
of pressure areas especially in patients where there is sensory impair-
ment (situation 3). These responses were not consistent with the responses 
to situations 9 and 11 in which the nurse was asked to instruct the 
families in the prevention and treatment of pressure areas in quadriplegic 
patients, for only two respondents indicated some help was needed in one 
of these situations. The r sponses to the three situations (situation 3, 
9, ll) may have reflected a lack of assurance in public speaking rather 
than a lack of knowledge on the subj ct of the prevention and treatment 
of pressure areas. Two respondents asked the investigator what Stanley 
Bag was (situation 4) and unfamiliarity with the name of the , nursing b 
probably accounted for two of the resoondents requesting some help in 
this situation. None of the res ondents indicated a need for hel in 
applying a sling (situation 12). 
Of the total responses to the twelve rehabilitation nursing 
situations in Category 2, 16 per cent of the responses indicated some or 
considerable help needed by the respondents. These findings indicated 
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that the participants of the study felt competent in handling the m jority 
of the situations which related to the prevention of super-imposed dis-
abilities. Some or considerable help was indicated s needed in 22 per 
cent of th total responses de by the respondents of the Jonea study to 
the nursing situations described in Category 2. These data indicated that 
a greater need for help in the prevention of super-imposed disabilities 
was recognized by the newly employed respondents of the Jones' study than 
by the r spondents of the present study. The findings of the present study 
and also of Jon s' study concerning the application of a sling and the 
ability of public health staff nurses to teach this function differ d from 
McCann•s1 findings that the majority of nurses had limited association with 
the use of a sling. 
Table 6 illustrates the degree of help needed by the sixteen 
r spondents in th twelve situations involved in S lf-Care Activities 
described in Category 3. 
1virginia McCann, "The Role of The Hospital Nurse and The Public 
Health Nurse In the Co tinuity of Care or Patients \f.lth Hemiplegia Due to 
a Cerebral Vascular Accident" (unpublished Master's field study, School of 
Nursing, Boston University. 1961) , PP• 41-4?. 
TABLE 6 
DmREE OF HELP NEEDED BY SIXTEEN RESPONDENTS TO TWELVE SORT SITUATIONS 
IN CAT.EOORY 3, SELF- CARE ACTIVITIES 
Sort Situations 
1. Severely involved Cer bral Pal y, age 23 
Jears, married, pregnant. You are asked 
to s1 t patient in learning how to c 
for anticipated by. 
a. Ho emaker, age '+5 Jeus, has an affected 
upper xtremity which i non- functional. 
She get depre sed b caua she cannot 
crochet, knit, darn, etc. lou are ask d for 
augge tions as to how she can do th acti-
ri.tiea. 
3·· CVA fe le, with affected right arm, e 52 
years, was a od cook before becoming ill. 
You are sked for suggestions regarding de-
vices which will enable patient to tart 
cooking again for her family. 
'+. Attractive female, ase 23 7ears, lo of 
right arm in auto bil accident. You are 
asked to assist pati nt in learning how to 
make pin curl so that ehe c n style her own 
hair. 
5. Cerebral Pal y boy, age 10 7ear , has d ... 
era t spasticity of both • You ar 
ask d to assist boy in learning how to 
button his jack t. 
~. umatoid Arthritis femal , has moderate 
spasticity of both arms, age 21 years. 
Patient asks you for sugg tiona in 
1 arDing how to apply her own lipstick. 
7. Multiple Sclero i female, age 45 years, 
gets about in a wh elchair, likes to help 
hers lf, maintains a n t orderly ho e. 
Patient asks you if there 1 any device 
which will si t her in removing dres es 
from hang rs. 
No 
Help 
2 
5 
6 
2 
6 
10 
11 
6 8 
5 6 
6 4 
9 
' 
6 4 
2 
5 
._.,. -
TABLE 6 (Oontinued) 
Q- Sort Situations 
a. Parkinsontan Di e e . age 60 years, is dis-
couraged because he always spUls the l iquid · 
when dri.nking from a cup. You e a ed 
about a selt•help devic which will r edy 
this condition. 
9. CVA with right hand pa.ral.yais, age 45 
10. 
rears , a ka your help in learn1.ng to tie his 
own sho s. 
11. Female dult polio pati nt• age '' 1 ar , ha 
good use ()-£ a.tm and trunk, g ts about on 
long leg braces and crutche • Ph;raician 
12 • 
you to give pati nt eo e help on home maldng 
Activiti s . 
CVA iDale with right hand paral.rsis, age 4 
1 ars, one t 6 lllOllth ago; is read.J to s 
responsi bill ty for selt - care. You are asked 
to sist patient in 1 arning to put on his 
trousers unaided. 
No 
Help 
1 
12 
Responses 
Some 
Help 
7 
2 
Consid r-
able B lp 
2 
"10 6 
8 
10 4 
89 
In Catego%'7 3, t h twelve nursing situations de eribed were 
concemed With self-care actiViti s that included the t ching of grooming, 
feeding , dressing at1d housek eping c tiviti es. 
Of th fourteen p.blic h th nurse wo indio tecl that ·they 
would need h lp in assisting a pati nt with severe c rebral pal to 
prepare for her expected bJ ( · tuation 1), e1gh1: indtc ted they needed 
conaider bl help. Fourt re$1)0nden~ f lt that they woul4 need help in 
teaching patient with right arm amputation how to make pin curls 
(situation 4); considerable help was need by five of these nurses. In 
this category of rehabilitation n"Ursing situations, seven of the 
r-e ndents recognized a n d for help to perform from two to n1n of the 
self e te ehing activities and live nurs s needed coneid r bl help for 
at 1 ast one of th situations. The responses indicat d that th 
respond nts of the pre ent tudy recognized that they had a need for h lp 
in this r , 11 s home-i!aldng act1 viti s for handicapped patient • 
The r- pondente requ sted som or considerabl help in .53 per 
cent of the total respons s to th twelve situations described in 
Categoq 3, The e data suggest t t length ot exp rience does DOt 
neces rily brins bout an increase in these sld.lls and that some of th 
techniques ot self•belp t ching required 1n the nursing .situations 
be n w teChniques for which UP-to te inform tion i n eded. in the 
Jones' tudy, thea t'illdilJss show that the request for h lp in teaching 
lf-care activitie to p tient deer d s the lf•h lp tasks to be 
taught becam less difficult. The tindi~ of the Jon s' study indio ted 
that the twenty-one respondents quested aom or consid rable h lp in 
'0 per cent of the total r sponses to the situations described in this 
category. There a little difference in cognized nee s betv en the 
reepondent . of the two tudie • Th findings of both studi s also 
corr spend to imil.ar data present d !n studie by McCann and J nkins. 2•3 
~bid. 
3Evelyn Jenkins, "A Study of th Ne d For the Incorporation of 
Rehabilitation Aspect of NUrsing in an Ins rvice Education Program For 
aegist red Nurses" (unpublished t r ' s f1 ld study, School of Nursing, 
Boston Urdver ity, 1959), PP• 33-41. 
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bl 7 is pre ente<i to show the d4tgree of help need d b7 
sixteen epondent to the twelY .situations d cribed in Categocy 4, 
Bladder and Bowel Acti vi tie • 
TABLE 7 
DEGREE OF HELP NEEDED BY SlXT 
I OATBlORt 4 , B 
Q-Sort Si tiorus 
1. Male raplegia, age 16 years, level of 
injury T 12. ('J.Ta tic) lou aeked to 
1 truct pati nt and his fa.m1ly 1n bladd r 
training or control. 
2. Spina B1f1da, age 6 leal'&, f e. to 
asked to instruct tient and family 
bowel control. 
3. Mal paraplegia, 14 ,ears, lev l of 
injury '1' 12. (Traumatic) You are ask d to 
instruct patient and family in w 1 
training or control. 
4. Spina Bifida, age 6 ,-ears, mal • You are 
ask d to instruct tt nt family in 
bladder control. 
5. Multiple Scleroai , 
y ars ago. You ar 
bowel control. 
6. Multiple Sclerosi , age 24 ,.ears, onset 7 
years o. You re asked to train u 
bladder control. 
Help 
13 1 
4 11 1 
10 1 
2 11 
6 1 
10 2 
? ? 2 
,f 
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TABLE 7 (Continued) 
Sort Situations 
8. 
9. F quadriplegi • age 20 years, 
level of injury T 4. (1Ta tic) 
Pb7aieian (a urologi t) ke you to 
help him set up tidal clrainag in the 
ho •. 
Hlp $om Help 
4 9 
7 8 
10. Qu.a.d.riplegi , age 24 years , f e , 
level of injury T 3. (Tm .. tic) 
Urologi t hd set \lP tidal drailla8e n 10 4 
th h me. Husband of patient been 
iruJt,ructed in its us • You are asked 
to check in two to see if everything 
is oi.ag well. 
11. Mt.dti.ple Scl rosie• f e , age 45 ye rs, 
bas catheter. You are aske to start 12 4 
patient on trial voiding. 
12. are, level 
You 16 
93 
OonaideJ"o' 
able Help 
l 
17 
In Categoz.::t 4-s core than half o'l the r spondents r cogni~ed 
need for help in teaching bladde1" and bowel control to pat:f. nts or 
famil1e • None of the aixte n respondents indicated need for help 
in giving _ soap sud en to a t e parapl gic pati nt (situation 
12). four respondellts indicated some help was needed when ed to 
start a patient with tiple lerosi on trial voiding ( ituation 12). 
i 
I 
'·-
Fifty-seven per cent of the total responses to the twelve nursil'lg 
situat~one by the respondents of the present study indicated a need for 
some or eon$i.derable help in Category 4. In Jones • study, 48 per cent o.f 
the total responses indicated a need for help by the re pondents of her 
studf, to the rehabilitation nursing situations described :i.n this 
catego:ry. The difference of 10 per cent betw en the :tintinge of the two 
groups sugsests that the n•wly employed ublic health nursea, whose 
rehabilitation nursing needs were investigated by Jones' • needed less help 
in this category of nursing situations than did the reapond.ents of the 
present study. This differenc may be due to the incPeaaing emphasis 
being given tn basic nursing programs to the specific needs of 
chronically iU and disabled patients in bladder and bowel training. 
Tabl 8 is presented to show the degree of help needed by six-
teen respondent in the twelve nursing situations described in Category 5, 
RehabilitatiOlJ. in General-Information. 
---:1::-- ---
' 
-
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TABLE 8 
Dl.OOREE OF HELP NEEDED BY SIXTEEN RESPONDENTS 1.0 TWELVE SORT SI'rUA'rlONS 
IN CATmORY 51 REHABILITATION I G INroRMATIO 
Q• Sort Situations 
1. I nfant , 12 days, congenital putatiou 
ot 'both foreaJ"''DS and one 1 s below the 
knee. PhJsictan asks you bout tacili tie 
available for care of this infant on a 
long range 
a. ov patient , apha ic, is cur:rently under 
care of VNA. Physician and famil y ask 
you about methods of ape h stimulation. 
}. CVA patient with very se er aphasia. 
Physician asks your help in finding 
ape ch therapi t . P tt nt bas Pro· 
longed IUn s Certificate. 
4. Boy, Cerebral Palq1 age 22 years , uks 
your dvice about recr ational. facilities 
tor handicapped p rsons. 
5. Bard of hearing girl , age 4 ,.ears. 
Pb7sician asks you what facilities are 
available to aseiet a child of this age. 
6. A p tient •s family asks you about the 
services of the Maesachu ett R habili-
tation Commiseion, what type of 
ferrals can be d 1 how do s one mak 
a referral., to. 
?. Cardiac, age 45 1 ars. bookkeeper, 1.a 
anxious to get back to work. Physician 
asks you if the.r is &JAY community re• 
source which will evaluate the work 
tolerance of convalescing cardiac 
patients. 
a. An anxious family aeks help from you r -
ga.rding ways to provide an nvirolll!lent for 
pati.ent who ne ds to become mot1 ted to 
help himself more than h i doing. 
No 
Help 
1 
3 
4 
' 
9 
' 
6 
12 
ResPQnses 
Soe 
Help 
12 
7 
10 
1 
10 
8 
Consider-
able ll lp 
' 
6 
2 
2 
1 
.. 
fABLE 8 ( Contimted) 
Q-Sort Situations 
9. A graduat student in the ter •s program 
at Boston U!li 'f'erai ty ask you bout Social 
s curt. t1 and th »1 led. Sh ba to 
give repcn•t tn clas on tht topic. 
10. Quadriplegia, age 38 years, l ., 1 of 
!njvy T 5. ('l'r umatic) Yo\!. a.r asked to 
gi'fl emotional support •. 
11. Ileost omy patient, female, who bas heard 
No 
Help 
7 
ot a group called Inc. , in ston. 13 
Patient you for more int tio 
about th:ie group. 
12.. Parld.nsonitul l>ts se, e, ~e 70 
years, drools great deal . You are 6 
asked to !nterpret th :u.trit:f. nal 
t~lications of drooling to the wife. 
TOTAL 79 
Som 
Help 
9 
95 
1 
18 
1n Cat gory s, all but one of tb sixteen respondent indic ted 
a need for some or cons1d.e ble h lp in tuat1on 1 , in which the nurse is 
asked by th ph7sici n about local facUi ties to c for congenitally 
deformed infant. Those situations which wer concemed with into tion 
about community resources for hand1capp d p rsons also e'f'Ok d spons 
1ndicat1v of a need tor help, ( situations 4, 5, 6,. d 7). Only three of 
the respon.den indio ted a n ed for help 1n relation to the situatio in 
which t;tl4 is mentioned ( situation U ) . Apparently thi resource was well 
known by th public health nurses but other local faciliti which aid 
4Qf, Inc., is a voluntary group of l 1 p.eople formed by and for 
peopl with an ileost omy for the purpose of iVing mutual- aid, practical 
h lp and moral suppor-t. 
persons with varying handicaps were no t well-known. Moat of the nurses 
1 1 t confident in helping the family in situation 8, in 'Wh.i.ch the 
provision of an environment to motivate the patient is needed. Nine nurses 
indicated a need for h lp in giTing otional support to quadriplegic 
patient (situation ). ore than half ot the r espo dents requested help 
in th two nursing ituations which de t with pro lems of pbasia 
( ituations 2 and 3). These data and similar data b: Jon a indicated that 
nur es tel t insecure in dealing with problems of aphasia. Both .studies 
support t e find! s ot McCann. 5 
The sixteen respondents of the present study requested some or 
considerable help i n .58 per cent of the total respot!Ses to the twelve 
situations described in Category 5. These data suggested that the public 
health staff nurses who had be n employed l onger than nine mont hs felt a 
n ed f'or m:> information about community resources, motivatio , sp ech 
therapy and general knowledge in rehabilitation. Sixty-tour per cent of 
the total reaponees de by the t>espondenta of the Jones • study to the 
twelT nursing situations i n Category 5 indicated a need for h lp. The 
newly employed public h alth nvrees who participated in Jones ' tudy re-
quested help in 7 per cent more of the total responses to the nursing 
situations in this category than the respondents of the present study. 
ot the total responses ade by the respondents of the present 
tudy to sixty situations described in the five categories of rehabili-
tation nursing, 43 per cent indicated a need for some or conaid rable help. 
The participants of the Jones' study asked for some or considerable help in 
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47 per cent of the total responses d• to th sixt7 nursing tuations. 
there was not great ditfereii.Ce between the recognized needs for help in 
the total number of rehabilitation nursing situations described in the 
five c tegori for th two groups. How Yer, there were more specific 
ditte.reuces b tw en the neede of th two group in the ind1 vidual 
rehabilitation nursing tegories. 
v 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, D RECOMMENDA'l'IONS 
S ry 
This t udy was repl cation of a study under taken by Jones to 
determine t he r habili tation nur sing n eds of publi c h l t h taff nurses 
who had been empl oye fo r nin mont h6 or l ess . The purpo e of the 
present tudy was to i nvestigate t he rehabilit tion nursing n of 
public health taff' nur es wh.o had be n mployed longer t han nin 
month • i n order to determin i f t her was a time in terms of 1 Jl8th of 
employment when the ne d.s in rehabi lita tion nurs:S.ng are ess ntially met 
and s taff nurses r quire minimal he~p. 
A modified Q-eort method was us d as the tool for data 
collection. This tool was developed by Jones and th sixty rehabili• 
tation nursing situations had been pre-tested for reliability and were 
classified according to five categories of r habilitation nursing. 
Cat gory 1. 
Cat ory 2. 
ategory 3. 
Cat gory ~ ~ . 
Category 5. 
Mobility-Ambulation. 
Preventi.on of Super-impose Disabilities. 
S lf-Car Activities. 
.31 dder <i wel et vi t es. 
Rehabilitation in General- Information. 
The sixteen respondents of the pres nt study w rc public health 
staff nurses who ha been employed in t hree Visiting Nurse Associa tions. 
Their length of employment r anged from two years and two months to 
thirty- two year • The nur es were sked to sort the sixty cards, each 
ot which described rehabilitation nursing situation, according to the 
I 
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respondent's feeling of competence in meeting each situation. The 
nurses were asked to place the cards in three piles according to these 
designations: 
1. I would need no help. 
a. I would lik some help • 
.}. I would like considerable hel.Ja• 
After the cards were sorted, the score of each respondent was 
recorded according to her method of eorting and the categorization of 
the sixty nursing situations. The findings of the Jones' study were 
compared with the findings of the present study on the basis of the 
scores made by the two groups by th sorting of the sixty rehabilitation 
nursing ai tua tions. 
In Category 1, Mobilit;r-Ambulation, the sixteen respondents of 
the present study indicated a need for help in 32 per cent of the total 
responses to the twelve described situations. The participants of the 
Jones' study indicated help was needed for 50 p r cent of the situations 
described in this category. These findings suggested that the 
respondents of the present study felt more confident in handling nursing 
situations when mobility, ambulation, and therapeutic exercises are 
among the rehabilitation nursing eldlls required than Jones' respond-
enta in this catego!"Y of rehabilitati.on nursing. 
In Category 2, Prevention of Super-Imposed Disabilities, 16 per 
cent of the total responses made to the twelve nursing situations by 
the respondents of the present study indicated a need for help. Jones' 
respondents requested help for 22 per cent of the responses in this 
category. These findings suggested that the respondent of the present 
i 
II 
tudy and those of Jon a ' tudy f lt contid nt in handlins bod7 
chanica, positioning, pr vention of decubitus and prevention of super-
impQsed di biliti s . Ot the fiv of rehabilitation l'lUrsing 
tuations, it Category 2 for which both group of respondent 
indicated the le t n for help. 
In Category 3, Self..Oare Ac ivities, the sixteen respondent 
of the preaent study indic t d a ed for help 1n 53 per c nt of the 
total response tc th twelve ituations. ~. p rticipan of one • 
study ind1c ted a n d for help tor 50 per c nt of the res-llonse to the 
nursing situations in thi . category. 'l'he e findings sugg sted th t both 
group of respondent recognized a need for re knowledge about elf· 
e r activitie which i lude f edi.ng, groo ng, dri~ sing and hawse-
keeping. 
In C t gory 4, Bl dd r nd Bowel Activit1e , 57 per cent of th 
total r sponse to the twelve nursing ituatione mad by the participants 
of h pr . nt tud7 indi ted a n ed for h lp. Jon.es' respondent 
indio ted a ne d for h lp for 48 per cent of the total re ponsea tn thi 
cat gol")'. Th ae findings suggested that th respondents of both tudies 
recogniz need for help in handling nursing situations in which 
bladder and bow l a.ctivitt e involved, and that the recognizeci 
need were gr ater for the r spond ~t of the present t dy. 
In Catego17 .5 , B habilitation in Gen ral•Info tion, 58 r 
cent of the total re ponsee to the tvel nursing situations in this 
cat r'1 in icated a d for help recognized b7 the r spond nta of th 
pre ent studt• J one • respondents indicated h lp · 
c nt of the total r sponsea in this eat gory. Thee findings suggested 
tha.t the participants of the two studies w r awrur-e of a need fo r gen ral 
information which included coiiiiDUJlity resources, speech, nutrition and 
motivation. It was in thi category of nursing situations that the 
respondents of the Jon s • study indic ted the greatest need for help. 
Forty-three per c nt of th total responses to the sixty situations 
which were mad by the respondent of the present tu y indic ted a need 
for some or considera l h lp in the r habilitation nursing situations 
d scribed. tis finding support d t hypoth sis th t public health 
ntn"ses who have been employed longer than nin months recognize a n ed 
for h lp in rehabilitation nursing. In Jones' study, the hypothesis 
that recent11 employed public h alth staff nurses r cogniz that th 1 
n ed help in rehabilitation nursing was supported by t he finding that 
47 per cent of th total r sponses to the sixty nursing situations 
tndicat d a ne d for help. 
Conclusions 
It may be concluded from the data of this study thata 
1. Public health staff nurses who have been employed longer 
than nine months recognize that they need help in rehabilitation nursing. 
2. There is no relationship between length of employment and 
the needs of public health nurses in rehabilitation nursing. 
-'• Reg,ardless of length of employment, public health staff 
nur es are aware of a need tor more knowledge ot community resources in 
ord•r to handle rehabilitation nursing problems. 
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4. Regardle a of length of ploym nt, public health staff 
nurs recogniz their need for si tance in working with patients 
with epeech probl e. 
5· Regardless of length o! ernploym nt, public health st tf 
nurses feel a n · d for sista.nc in giving bladd r and bowel training 
instruction to patient • 
6. egarile ot l ngth of employment , public h alth staff 
nurses ar aware of a need for h lp in teaching self- care ctiviti • 
7. Graduat of cc ur te d gree programs in nursi.ng are 
better prepared to handl rehabilit tion nursing situations tnan 
gradllf.lte of diplo prog • 
On th basis o:t the findings of th1 study, th following 
reco endation is presented: 
1. ~t in• ervice educ tional programs in rehabilitation 
nursing be dev lOp d to help et pecitio recognized ne de of public 
health staff nurses. 
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APPENDIX A 
CATmORIES AND SUB-CATEGORIES FOR .SIXTY NURSING 
REHABILIT TION SITUAftONS 
1. Mobili ty-Ambulation. 
a. M<>billty. 
b. Ambulation. 
c. Therapeutic Ex rcises. 
d. Tr aster ctivitiea. 
e. Other. 
2. Prev ntion of $Uperl.mposed Di bllities. 
a. Pre't' ntion of $uper1mpo ed Disabilities. 
b. Prevention of Decubitus. 
c. .Positioning. 
4. Body Mechanics. 
e . Other. 
3. Self-Care Activitie • 
a. Self-Care Activiti s. 
b. Feeding, Grooming, Dressing. 
c. Hous keepiDg. 
d. Other. 
4. Bladder and Bowel Activities. 
a. Bladder and Bowel Activities. 
b. Other. 
5. Rehabilitation in General-Information. 
a. General Rehabilitation Information. 
b. Resources. 
c. Nutrition. 
d. Speeoh. 
e. Moti tion. 
t. other. 
APPENDIX B 
2, Ple~e check th type or ~chool: 
Diploma Associate Degree-------
Baecale.urea:tie Degl"$e approved tor .PHN ~--------­
Baccalaureate Deg not ap . ved for mN - --------
.). Yea!' of ~raduatiom 
4• W~ Pehabi.lltation nursing included as a coune in the 
cun'ieulum o£ you . ehcol or nursing? Yea lb ~--
B. · 1. Your da.t of b:trtlu ----- ------------
a. 1. The data on '!Ph:teh you reported f o%" duty 'With the Yl • 
2. Bs.ve you baen employed prsviou;ly as a •ta.f't nurse in a public 
health agenoy? Yw Ho · .. • 
). H!we you been. anployed previously as a staff nllhe in a 
hospital? Yes No • 
4. Have you consulted With the phraical t hen.piat r.egarding 8.'ll1 
patient in your ca$eload i n the VtcA.? Yes . . . . . . No ---· 
5. If yes, on vhat trpe or situation was the consultation? 
